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COZY ELEGANCE

General contractor Tom Walsh added a number of architectural details like a coffered ceiling in the twin family
rooms, knee walls and archways, and extensive trim work
to lend the rooms warmth. Traditional textures and soft
colors gave the balance of formality and comfort desired
for the room. A glass and mahogany coffee table with a
pinnacle frame brings a touch of elegance to the space.

DINNER FOR EIGHT

The dining room is used primarily for formal family occasions. An 18th-century, double-pedestal mahogany table is
surrounded by Regency side chairs and re-upholstered
wingback end chairs. A Baker federal-style sideboard
The gilded mirror, oil painting and crystal chandelier
were part of Bischoff’s original collection of home
furnishings. Widener added some botanical prints, table
lamps and urns to accessorize the room. “This rooms
connects with the others in the house because of the
tone-on-tone shades used throughout,” Widener says.
“The space flows smoothly, because the color palette
and textures work well together.”
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The Story & Clark grand piano can be glimpsed from the main foyer of the home. A focal point of the living room, the piano is actively
played by all four children in the house. Bischoff says that it also functions as a player piano, and that she and her family can enjoy a concert
without plunking a single ivory. An antique bronze chandelier, custom-made by New York Lighting, provides a golden glow to the space. Like
other parts of the house, trimmed archways and deep moldings add architectural interest. ➤
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CORNER OF THE SKY

The multi-faceted skylight in the new kitchen gives a whole new meaning to the words “cooking light.” This unusual interpretation of the
traditional skylight provides a cheerful and visually interesting architectural detail. Kitchen designer Rozita Gilsenan worked with Quality
Cabinetry to create functional working spaces in dark woods that provide the perfect contrast to the space above. ■

